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READING SEALED BOOKS
AT THE ARCHIVES

By Richard D. Ouellette

RECENTLY THE LDS Church
News ran a series of articles about
the LDS Historical Department’s
l_ibrary Archives. A 25 April 1987
story reported that records and
manuscripts will be "more readily
available to Church members and
others ...." Yet, incongruously,
late in 1986 all manuscript collec-
tions in the Church Library-
Archives connected with the First
Presidency were closed. In addition
to closing the presidential collec-
tions, this policy also appears to
apply to the papers of individual
members of the Quorum of the
Twelve Apostles. The reasons for
the Historical Department’s seem-
ingly contradictory directions can
give a person both optimism and
apprehension about the future of
historical research in Mormon
studies.

An understanding of the differ-
ent libraries and collections of the
Church will provide helpful back-
ground. Located in the four-story
east wing of the LDS Church Office
Building, the Library-Archives has
txvo main sections. The library is
on the first floor, where the public
has access to almost every publica-
tion about the Church, either on
the open shelves or by filling out a
request slip. Patriarchal blessings,
ward membership records, etc., are
also found in the library.

The archives occupy the
remaining three floors. Patrons are
permitted only in the second floor
reading room where they may
request manuscripts. Photocopying
is limited, but portable typewriters
and computers can be brought in to
improve note taking.

In addition, some materials are
retained in the vaults of the First

Presidency and the Quorum of the
Twelve, and a researcher must get
special permission to view a docu-
ment in these locations. For exam-
ple, one of the sources for The
Words of Joseph Smith, by Andrew
Ehat and Lyndon Cook was the
diary of William Clayton, which is
in the First Presidency’s vault.

Official First Presidency papers
and individual presidential collec-
tions in the archives have long been
restricted, with the exception of the
.Joseph Smith collection. However,
in the past, some respected
researchers with special permis-
sion were allowed access to the
restricted collections. Permission
was most frequently granted to
scholars working on biographies of
Church leaders. For example, Ron-
aid W. Walker, a senior historian
with BYU’s Joseph Fielding Smith
Institute for Church History~ was
permitted to read through the volu-
minous letters and other papers in
the Heber J. Grant collection, while
large numbers of researchers had
limited access to the Brigham
Young papers.

Nevertheless, the recent decision
closes these presidential collections
to everyone, even to historians who
previously had extensive access.
The only exception appears to be
for some individuals doing
research at the request of Church
leaders. This is especially frustrat-
ing for researchers who have writ-
ten books and articles based on
documents they read in the
archives but which they cannot
recheck prior to publication.
Already, articles are beginning to
appear which note that the authors
were unable to double-check their
sources. Surprisingly, even indi-

viduals    researching    Church
projects-writers for the Ensign, for
instance-have been denied access.

Church employees give two
interrelated reasons for this action:
the need to catalog most of the
collections and the desire to control
the access to sensitive materials.

Although in the past researchers
were sometimes allowed to look at
documents in collections that were
not catalogued, at present the policy
is to review all manuscripts before
granting researchers access to any
of them. Just how long it will take
Church archivists to read and cata-
log all of the documents in these
collections is uncertain; however,
unless the number of individuals
doing the cataloging is dramatically
increased, the length of time may
be measured in decades.

Obviously, the new policy reg-
ulating access can’t be entirely
explained by the need to catalog
the documents. The larger and
more fundamental issue may be the
question of how these sources are
to be used in historical writing.
New Mormon histories that revise
the traditional story of Mormonism,
whether by reinterpretation or by
presenting new information, have
been criticized by some Church
leaders. Throughout the last decade
an increasing nervousness about
history has been evident amor:g
such leaders.

Arucles such as David Buerger’s
Dialogue article "The Second
Anointing in Latter-day Saint The-
ology and Practice" and his Sun-
stone symposium paper "The Ew>
lution of the Mormon Temple
Endowment," along with D.
Michael Quinn’s "LDS Church
Authority and New Plural Mar-
riages, 1890-1904," which was also
published in Dialogue, have been
cited as examples of the kinds of
articles which have displeased
some authorities and :may have
prompted the more restrictive
archival policy.

The closure of General Authority
collections probably reflects the
efforts, of the heads of the Historical
Department to respond to those
who preside over them. In addition
to closing entire collections, the

archives is applying several exist-
ing procedures in more restrictive
ways to gain greater control over its
historical materials and, as a result,
of the way Mormon history is writ-
ten.

-[he first method of control is the
cataloging process itself. As archiv-
ists catalog the materials, they will
become more familiar with their
content and thus better able to con-
trol the use of documents. One
researcher said, "they are moving
towards greater inventory control of
the records of the presiding quor-
ums;." This increased control will
allow for more informed decisions
aboat granting access to sensitive
materials.

A second control mechanism is
the application form for reading
privileges which must be signed by
researchers, a form which is gener-
ally similar to forms used by other
archives. Item 12 of the form, how-
ever, states that any person pub-
lishing quotations from a document
housed in the archives must sub-
mit enough of the manuscript to
show the context in which such
quotations are used and must
receive permission to so use them.
This form has been used sporad-
ically for years in the archives, but
only recently have all researchers
been required to sign it. In the past,
item 12 was generally viewed as
requiring the submission of copies
of published articles for filing in the
Church library.

Recently, however, item 12 has
bee:n interpreted to require permis-
sion prior to publication to quote
even one word from a document.
Once a quotation is in the public
domain, the Church has no copy-
right claim on it. Through this new
approach, the Church apparently is.
attempting to more effectively con-
trol what passes into the public:
domain. What would happen
under this new system if a
researcher published a quotation
without first obtaining permission?
While it is doubtful the Church
would take legal action against a
researcher, it has been made abun--
dantly clear to researchers that the)’
could not expect to use materials
housed in the archives again.
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Call For Papers
 qUNSTONE  qYMPOSIUM X

AUGUST 17- 20, 1987

The Sunstone Foundation announces the tenth annual Salt Lake Symposium. Proposals are now being
accepted for papers, panels and other sessions. The final selection of program participants will depend on
the quality of research, thought and expressions in the finished product.

Papers, with a one-paragraph abstract and biographical sketch of the author, should be submitted in
duplicate and be between 15-20 double-spaced typewritten pages, capable of being read comfortably in about
twenty minutes.

SUNSTONE reserves the right to publish at some time in the future all papers presented (unless otherwise
agreed in advance) but is not obligated to do so.

DEADLINES
Proposals: 29 February 1988
Final Papers: 15 May 1988

SPECIAL TOPICS
TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF REVELATION ON PRIESTHOOD TO BLACKS. Sessions are desired on the

history and contemporary experience of blacks in the Church, as well as other minorities.

THE FUTURE OF THE CHURCH. Proposals may examine such areas as demographics, Church programs,
doctrine, buildings and architecture, communications and technology, the internatiol~.al Church, and other
organizational and sociological aspects.

OTHER TOPICS
HISTORY OF RELIGION
COMPARATIVE STUDIES
ETHICS
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS

RELIGION AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
MORMON ARTS
WOMEN’S STUDIES
MORMON HUMOR
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

PURPOSE
This symposium is dedicated to the idea that the truths of the Gospel of Jesus Christ are better

understood and, as a consequence, better lived when they are freely and frankly discussed within the society
of the Saints. We recognize that the search for things that are, have been, and are to be, is a sifting process
in which much chaff will have to be inspected and threshed before wheat can be harvested. In sponsoring
this symposium we welcome the honest ponderings of Latter-day Saints and their friends and expect that
everyone will approach all issues, no matter how difficult, with intelligence and goodwill.

Send all proposals and other symposium related matters, including names of individuals not on the
Sunstone mailing list who want to receive registration information, to:

Lynne Kanavel Whitesides
Sunstone Foundation

331 So. Rio Grande St., Suite 30
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1136

(801) 355-5926



Historians have responded to
item 12 in a number of ways. Some
accept the new interpretation, sign
the form, and use the archives.
Others resent being required to
have their scholarship reviewed by
Church personnel and boycott the
archives, doing research on topics
which do not require the use of
archive materials or relying solely
on notes taken during a more open
period. Others assume the form’s
meaning has not changed, and feel
no obligation to submit their manu-
scripts to the Church prior to pub-
lication.

When asking for an interpreta-
tion of item 12, some historians
have been referred to the Church’s
Copyrights and Permissions Office,
since it is that office which is the
clearinghouse for submitted manu-
scripts. Here again, answers about
that office’s oversight role have var-
ied. Officially, Copyrights and Per-
missions says that they are only
checking to see that the quotations
conform to "fair use" practices in
order to retain the Church’s copy-
right on the material. However,
informed sources say that Copy-
rights and Permissions has been
instructed to review an article’s
content as well. Some historians are

concerned that their manuscripts
will be reviewed by individuals
unfamiliar with the nuances of
writing history.

Because of the extensive use of
the archives in the last decade and
a half, there exists a large body of
research material in the form of
notes and photocopies which has
not yet appeared in publications.
The amount of material in private
files combined with the restricted
access to original sources has led
historians to turn to their col-
leagues for copies of notes from
documents in the Church archives,
raising questions about the ethics
and professional standards of such
methods.

Inherent in these issues of con-
trolling access is the question of the
criteria to be used when reviewing
documents to determine what is
sensitive or nonsensitive. The task
of creating such criteria raises a
number of questions that are not
easily answered. For example, is a
brief reference to a post-Manifesto
plural marriage faith promoting or
faith destroying? If it is the latter,
will the entire letter in which such
a reference is contained be restrict-
ed, even though it is otherwise faith
promoting? Similarly, should a

minute book be restricted because
during one of the many meetings
reported in it there is a reference to
someone’s excommunication and
the reasons for it? If such an
excommunication took place 130
years ago, will information about it
still be restricted? The amount of
material available to researchers in
the future depends, of course, on
what criteria are used.

Concerning this question, Elder
Dallin Oaks of the Quorum of the
Twelve said at BYU’s Church His-
tory and Recent Forgeries sympo-
sium, "Our belief in life after death
causes us to extend this principle
[of the privacy of living individuals]
to respect the privacy of persons
who have left mortality but live
beyond the veil. Descendants who
expect future reunions with
deceased ancestors have a con-
tinuing interest in their ancestors’
privacy and good name."

In light of the closing of presi-
dential collections, the Church News
claim that historical records are
now more available must refer to
materials of a nonsensitive nature.
These include ward minute books,
missionary journals, and many
other materials created by rank and
file members of the Church.

"They finally put all the commandments in one place!"

Indeed, through the above men-
tioned cataloging process, many
documents presently restricted
may be made available once their
nonsensitive content is recognized.
Additionally, the catalog which
describes the documents housed in
the archives will be more complete
and of greater help to the research-
er.

Another aid to access is the
interview which a person must
undergo upon applying for reading
privileges at the archives. After dis-
cussing the topics mentioned
above, the staff member conducting
the interview is often able to pro-
vide valuable suggestions to aid the
researcher with his or her project.
On the other hand, some long-
trusted researchers have found this
interview to be unnecessarily long
and elementary and they resent an
implied distrust of their profes-
sional abilities.

Finally, there is some iaope that
copies of materials of a nonsen-
sitive nature may someday be
broadly available to researchers
who cannot easily visit Salt Lake
City. The Church for years has cir-
culated microfilm copies of genea-
logical materials.

These changes and others
undoubtedly support the claims of
the Church News. As one historian
has said, "There will be many
improvements to help researchers."
However, such innovations will be
of very little help to the professional
historian interested in writing
about administrative or doctrinal
developments. Rather, these new
aids seem to be directed more
towards the nonprofessional inter-
ested in writing family or congrega-
tional social histories.

This is in keeping with the state-
ment of Elder John K Carmack,
managing director of the Historical
Department, that one of the pur-
poses of the department is "to build
the faith of the members and help
them to search out their spiritual
roots." In a similar vein, the Church
recently changed the names of the
Genealogical Department and the
Genealogical Library to the Family
History Department and the Family
History Library.
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What, then, does the future hold
for public access to the records of
the Church archives? Even with all
the unknowns of the current pol-
icy, there seems to be a consensus
on the following points:

1. There will be greater access to
non.sensitive materials than in the
past. Family, community, and
social h!istorians will likely benefit
from the new directions.

2. For the foreseeable future,
papers created by the top Church
leaders will be closed for cataloging
and review. Whether the cataloging
of all collections must be completed
before any of them are reopened is
unknown.

3. OItce the General Authorities’
papers are again open, access will
probably be on a selective basis,
determined by a still evolving pol-
icy. What percentage will be open
will[ depend on the review criteria
used.

4. Scholars examining events at
the center of the Church, for which
the papers of General Authorities
are the best sources, will be most

affected by the new policies.
Nevertheless, many historians

are not adopting a fatalistic attitude.
"The Church goes through cycles in
its approach to its history," says
Brigham Madsen, emeritus pro-
fessor of history at the University of
Utah. ’After a few years, the sting of
revisionist history will leave and it
won’t seem so threatening."

"I don’t see any setbacks for
future Mormon history writing. I
am optimistic about the future,"
states Thomas G. Alexander, direc-
tor of BYU’s Charles Redd Center
for the Study of Western History.

On the other hand, not all are
optimistic. "I doubt that the future
direction of the archives will favor
scholarship," states one prominent
LDS historian.

With access to major historical
materials currently in a transitional
phase, only time will tell what doc-
uments historians can expect to see
at the Church archives.

LDS GAYS
GATHER TO ZION

"COME, O THOU King of Kings!
We’ve waited long for thee, with
healing in thy wings to set thy
people free," sang the audience at
the opening session of the tenth
annual "Gay Mormon Reunion"
heM at the Sheraton Hotel in Salt
Lake City. -[he 25-27 September
event which brought 200 people
from as far as California, Arizona,
New York, and the Netherlands,
was a blend of emotional support
and cornmunity, professional work-
shops and lectures, LDS culture,
and quality entertainment.

The Friday night opening recep-
tion included a welcome from Salt
Lake City Councilman Tom God-
frey who said that he was selected
by the city to come because he was
a non-IVlormon who was not up for
reelection. The rest of the evening
con sisted of entertainment that ran-

ranged from the humorous to the
poignant, including a touching ren-
dition of "Somewhere" done in sign
language.

Saturday morning included
three lectures on homosexuality.
Rev. James Sandmire, discussed his
Mormon heritage-his New Eng-
land mission, his temple marriage,
family and divorce because of his
homosexuality-and then spoke on
the importance of Mormon gays
living a spiritual life based on their
LDS traditions. Sandmire chal-
lenged the audience "to overcome
the hurt, accept Christ as their Sav-
ior and to take the message of God’s
love to everyone 2 Stressing
blormonism’s beliefs that God
doesn’t make mistakes and that
everyone has a purpose in life, he
explained that God intended the
audience to be gays and lesbians to

bring His gospel to those groups
-"you’ve been called on another
mission," he said. "Because you’re
gay doesn’t mean you have different
standards," he stated, encouraging
them to use their free agency to
have long-term eternal relation-
ships, practice compassionate liv-
ing and disciplined lives.

R. Jan Stout, a Salt Lake psychia-
trist, discussed his research on the
biological issues of homosexuality
which he had published in a recent
issue of Dialogue: a.Journal of Mor-
mon Thought. Stout said that there
are strong biological roots for all
human sexuality, including homo-
sexuality. He said people don’t get
upset when they recognize the
uncontrollable sexual instincts in
other animals, just in humans. He
explained that sexual orientation is
an interplay between nature and
nurture; that nature gives the
thrust, the hardware, and that
social nurturing, the software does
the fine tuning, but doesn’t deter-
mine sexual orientation. According
to him, sexual orientation is deter-
mined during pregnancy by the
amount of testosterone secreted
which differentiates male fetuses
from female and directs the devel-
oping brain.

Conce: ning curability and treat-
ment, Stout said it is possible to
diminish desire and alter activity
by discipline, but that it is not pos-
sible to change a person’s orienta-
tion. "I am an incurable hetero-
sexual," he confessed. "I don’t
believe it morally defensible to offer
a cure where you claim to change
orientation. You can help people
deal with their sexuality, and you
can help bisexual people change
and move, but you don’t change the
fundamental orientation which is
an immutable part of our brains."

"Homosexuality is not a problem
of sex, it’s a problem of love," Stout
concluded.

Marybeth Raynes, a Salt Lake
counselor whose clients include
gays and lesbians, shared insights
from her counseling experience.
She observes no greater incidence
of psychological pathologies among
homosexuals than heterosexuals,
she uses the same ethical guide-

lines in counseling gay and straight
clients and encourages gays who
want to to "marry," and Raynes sees
her role as helping people lead ethi-
cal lives that explore the whole
spectrum of their capabilities,
without focusing exclusively on
whether they’re gay or straight.

Concerning      organizational
issues relating to the LDS church,
she said the Church has a right to
determine its policies and that peo-
ple should accept that. However,
she also respectfully disagrees with
some of its policies, ir~cluding those
concerning homosexuals. "There is
no easy way to be a Mormon and
gay at the same time," Raynes said,
explaining that she respected those
who go public, those who stay pri-
vate, and those who try to combine
both; however, she coesn’t respect
the misuse of other people while a
person is struggling with their own
sexuality.

She said it is not helpful when
other gays come uF, to someone
struggling with their orientation
and, based on their own experi-
ence, tell them what to do. "Every-
one must find their own way
through life" and determine who
they are and what they believe, Ray-
nes explained, noting that gays
must face that fact while many Mor-
mons don’t know the:y have to. She
encouraged the audience to live by
their own "inner l_iahona" and,
based on her own eKperience and
others, said "I do nat believe the
spirit leaves right at the point you
do something this Church pro-
hibits."

Concerning the practical side of
being gay, Raynes said that Church
courts and bishoF’s interviews
were often an excruciating experi-
ence for people. She recommended
that individuals talk to others and
develop a strategy before going
through these procedures. She said
gays and lesbians cannot
excommunicate their families from
them; when they try to cut off the
family, she warned, it becomes
more alive in their 1.ves.

Raynes said Mormons tie sex to
self-worth in ways that differ from
their other values, ~nd criticized
all-or-nothing attitudes about sex
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acts. Mormons sometimes think
"if I’ve done it once, I might as well
as corttinue," she said, which
increases guilt, the incidence of the
act, and delays repentance. She
noted that this unhealthy result
doesn’t usually occur when some-
one lies or .,;teals, for example.

The afternoon sessions con-
sisted of workshops on legal issues,
AIDS,    communicating    with
spouse.,; and family members, long-
term relationships, and relations
with local Church leaders. There
were also caucuses for women, par-
ents and family members of gays,
and non-LDS gay partners and
spouse.,;.

Rev. Sylvia Pennington, the Sat-
urday evening banquet speaker,
told how she was converted from
an Assembly of God missionary
sent to redeem gays in San Fran-
cisco te. a fundarnentalist Christian
who believes "it is God’s time to
heal, dry tears, and set free" Chris-
tian churches and gays from the
"blind spot of this generation"-the
exclusion of homosexuals.

Sunday morning conference
goers attended the Tabernacle
Choir "Music and the Spoken
Word" broadcast and then gathered
for a closing devotional at which
three speakers shared their rdi-
gious beliefs in the context of their
homosexuality, and a closing
address by the incoming Affirma-
tion General Coordinator Russdl
Lane.

With the tears, smiles, hugging
and animated conversations, the
conference at times felt and
sounded like an LDS missionary
reunion. The serious, often pained,
content of the sessions was off-set
by entertaining musical numbers
and by the frequent congregational
singing of songs such as "Let There
be Peace on Earth" and LDS hymns.
However, the words to the hymns
not only affirmed their affection for
their Mormon connections, but
also expressed the spiritual lon-
gings from their gay perspective: "I
am a child of God, and so my needs
are great .... help me find the
way," and "The Lord is never far

away, but through all grief distress-
ing, an ever present help and stay."

Many at the conference said that
coming back to Utah was difficult
for them because it brought back
"floods of good and bad memories"
about the Church and their culture.
This was the first time Affirmation
held its annual conference in Utah,
partly because of some members’
concern that friends and relatives
who were not aware of their life-
style would find out. As a result,
the local press was prohibited from
the conference and the use of cam-
eras was restricted.

While those who attended
received solace from the supportive
community at the conference,
Affirmation itself feels the inherent
tensions of the diversity it cel-
ebrates. Its predominately male
membership consists of in- and
out-of-the-closet gays, believing
and nonbelieving active and former
Mormons, and God-seeking and
atheistic members. Some of its lead-
ers feel Affirmation should provide
a connection to the LDS culture,

while others want it to be solely a
support group for homosexuals. A
recent study by sociologist Keith
Bryan Shcolnick found that a large
number of its members have an
affective and intellectual (if not
behavioral) attachment to the
Church. He said that despite a feel-
ing of rejection by the Church,
Affirmation will remain an educa-
tional and support organization
and not evolve into a new religious
cult or sect, as has happened with
other gay religious organizations.

Regardless of what a person may
conclude about the doctrinal cor-
rectness of homosexual behavior,
after spending a weekend with
these Mormon gays, sensing their
joys, struggles and pain one could
only feel empathy when a vocalist
sang "birds fly over the rainbow,
why then oh why can’t I?" and pray
with them when they closed by
singing "God be with you till we
meet.., at Jesus’ feet."

.... NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED DISCOURSES
CONTINUING THE TRADITION OF THE JOURNAL OF DISCOURSES,

B.H.S. PUBLISHING IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE PUBLICATION OF
COLLECTED DISCOURSES. THE FIRST VOLUME OF THIS COLLECTION

CONTAINS OVER 80 DISCOURSES DELIVERED BY WILFORD
WOODRUFF AND OTHER GENERAL AUTHORITIES DURING THE

PERSECUTION YEARS OF 1886-1889. OVER 400 PAGES IN LENGTH,
THIS COLLECTION IS FORMATFED AND BOUND TO COMPLEMENT THE
BLACK BOOKCRAFT EDITION OF THE JOURNAL OF DISCOURSES, AND
THE FIRST EDITION PRINTING IS LIMITED TO 2,000 INDIVIDUALLY

NUMBERED COPIES. THESE VOLUMES WILL BE AN IMPORTANT
COLLECTION TO ALL STUDENTS OF MORMON HISTORY.

TO ORDER YOUR COPY, SEND $14.95 (CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6%) TO
B.H.S. PUBLISHING, 743 KEYSTONE DR., BURBANK, CA. 91506

OR CALL (818) 848-3198 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

***A PERFECT GIFT FOR THOSE WITH THE JOURNAL OF
DISCOURSES.t ***
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sro :s OXYMORMONS

In an ironic twist, modern poly-
gamists may find a warmer recep-
tion in the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
than they do among the Mormons.
Although the once-polygamous
LDS church now excommunicates
an}’ member involved in polygamy,
under certain conditions the RLDS
church (which historically has
denied that Joseph Smith ever
taught the doctrine of plural wives)
will permit the baptism of indi-
viduals involved in polygamous
relationships. While this is a rare
event which usually occurs in India
or Africa, desiring individuals may
be baptized under three condi-
tions: (1) they understand that they
may never hold the priesthood; (2)
they pledge in their village or con-
gregation to take no additional
wives; (3) they promise to rear
their children by teaching them the
correct principle of monogamy.

According to Joe Serig, the RLDS
apostle for the Europe-Africa Field,
over the past twenty years the
church’s experience with this pol-
icy has had productive results. It
allows forgiveness without dis-
rupting the family relationships, it
teaches the value of monogamy,
and it resolves the problem within
one generation.

Ib the delight of some Church
historians, the discovery of the
Mark Hofmann forgeries burst the
bubble of the boom market in col-
lecting Mormon documents which
they had inflated. First the coun-
terculture Salt Lake bookstore Cos-
mic Aeroplane shut down its LDS
document office, which included a
mailorder catalog. This fall the
Deseret Bookstore, perhaps still
upset about purchasing conterfeit
Deseret currency, decided to dis--
continue its Fine and Rare Book
department which also carries out-
of-print LDS books. Department
manager Curt Bench plans to open
his own business called Bench-
mark. Nevertheless, it’s an ill wind

that doesn’t bring someone good:
The New York-based Rick Grunder
Books includes in its current cata-
log several authentic Hofmann-
signed documents including a
1981 Time magazine which fea-
tures a story on Hofmann and the
Joseph Smith III blessing. In the
end, Salt Lake’s Sam Weller’s Zion
Book store, which was in the busi-
ness long before Hofmann forged
his first school tardy excuse,
remains a source for old docu-
ments and hard-to-find books.

The race is on to see who will
have the first book out on the 1985
Salt Lake City bombings. The cur-
rent leaders are former Deseret
News reporter Linda Sillitoe and
former Sunstone editor Allen D.
Roberts, who are finishing work on
Salamander: The Story of the Mor-
mon Forgery Murders. Their book,
which also features a technical
analysis on the Hofmann docu-
ments by George Throckmorton
who was instrumental in exposing
the forgeries, is scheduled for
release in April 1988 by Signature
Books and will be distributed
nationally by Ingram’s.

Second place goes to Steven
Naifeh and Gregory White Smith
whose book The Mormon Murders
is due out later that spring from
British publishers Weidenfdd and
Nicholson. Third runner-up is New
York Times reporter Robert Lind-
say’s as yet untitled book, sched-
uled for publication by Simon and
Schuster sometime in mid-1988.

In addition, negotiations are cur-
rently underway regarding paper-
back and other subsidiary rights to
the Sillitoe/Roberts book including
movie rights. Television mini-series
rights to the Naifeh/Smith book
were recently acquired by CBS.
And Lindsay, whose previous
books include The Falcon and the
Snowman, sold movie rights to his
book to Twentieth Century Fox ear-
lier this year.
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S U    N 5 T O N    E

LIGHTER MINDS

THE CORRELATION COMMITTEE’S REVIEW OF
T VAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS

Several years ago this parody of the manner in which the Church’s Correlation
Commil:tee reviews drafts of materials prior to publication was read at a
Church Qffice Building, Christmas party.

TO: Mr. Roy Doxey, Director of the Conelation Committee
FROM: Correlation Review Committee

The Correlation Review Committees have reviewed the attached
document t:tled " ’Twas the Night Before Christmas," and have found
several signficant problems as follows:

’Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the house, not a
creature was stirring, not even a mouse.

" ’Twas" is an outdated and unacceptable contraction. We suggest "it
was." Also, because the idea of stirring one’s form comes from the same
word root as the idea of stirring one’s soup, it might be confusing to the
reader and we suggest using the word "moving." In addition, we have
noticed that a mouse will generally scurry, nibble, dart or quiver, but
almost never stirs. Also, we think it would be much better to call the
house "the home."

The stockings we.re hung by the chimney with care, in hopes that St.
NicholaIs soon would be there.

Perhaps the ~vriter should know that unless everyone went outside
into the snowy night and hung the stockings (some were probably just
plain old socks), it is more likely that they were hung in front of the
fireplace than by the chimney. We think it would be well to take note
that in some of the developing areas of the Church, people do not have
socks, stocki ngs, or chimneys. Moreover, the Church does not recognize
the canonization of other churches. We feel this man should be called
Brother Nictolas--or perhaps, in case he isn’t a member, we should play
it safe and call him Mr. Nicholas.

The children were nestled all snug in their beds, while visions of
sugarplums danced through their heads.

We must be very careful with the use of the word "visions." It might
be better to ,_~se the term "non-revelation dreams." We also suggest that
"sugarplums" is a rather archaic term. Wouldn’t Tootsie Rolls or Sugar
Daddies be more relevant to today’s youth? In any case, shouldn’t sugar
plums be two words instead of one?

Mama in her kerchief’ and I in my cap, had just setded our brains For
a long winter’s nap.

The very idea of a long winter’s nap is contradictory. Webster says a
nap is a short snooze, taken usually during the daytime. This really must
be cha~ged We would also like to point out that few really wear
headgear to bed anymore.

When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter, I sprang from my bed
to see what was the matter.

Around the Wasatch Front, you would not have to spring from your
bed to see what was the matter. Any clatter at night on the lawn means
you are getting T.P.’ed. Incidentally, springing from bed by our more
senior members could be hazardous to their health. By the way, how do
you clatter on a snow-covered lawn?

Away to the window I flew like a flash, tore open the shutters and
threw up the sash. The moon on the breast of the new fallen snow gave
the luster of midday to objects below.

We wonder whether throwing up the sash might be rather indelicate
wording, especially after a large Christmas Eve dinner. We would also
like to suggest that the writer say, "The moon on the chest of the new
fallen snow."

When what to my wondering eyes should appear, but a miniature
sleigh, and eight tiny reindeer, with a litde old driver so lively and
quick, I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.

We would like to commend the author for breaking the stereotype
that our "more mature" people cannot be lively and quick.

More rapid than eagles his coursers they came, and he whistled and
shouted, and called them by name, now Dasher! Now Dancer! Now
Prancer and Vixen! On Comet! On Cupid! On Donner ana’ Blitzen!

We commend the writer for broadening the cultural base of this
document by including the German names Donner and Blitzen. We
wonder if this could be broadened further. Perhaps "Now Fifi! Now
Cheri! Nmv Jose and Maria! On Chocho and Tojo! On Donner and
Blitzen!" We also question all this whistling and shouting in the middle
of the night by a senior citizen.

To the top of the porch! To the top of the wall! No~v dash away! Dash
away! Dash away, all! As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly,
when they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky.

We have noted that throughout this document the author has used
rather long, complicated, turned-around sentences. This could be con-
fusing to many of our readers. We suggest he write ,on a lower reading
level, perhaps by using short, straightforward sentences such as ’~Just like
dry leaves blow before the wind."

5o up to the housetop the coursers they flew, with a sleigh full of toys
and St. Nicholas too. And then in a twinkling I heard on the roof, the
prancing and pawing of each little hoof. As I drew in my head, and was
turning around, down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.

Will the reader understand what coursers are? (Could be confused
with cursers-after all the shouting and whistling.) Also, the cavorting
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around on people’s rooftops sets a very bad example for our youth (who
don’t need any new ideas). Also, the chimney trip is a bit
much-wouldn’t it be better to just have Mr. Nicholas use the front door?

He was dressed all in fur.
We wonder if he shouldn’t be dressed in cotton or polyester after what

was said about killing animals in a recent conference. Perhaps it could
be said that he was "dressed in a nice Swedish knit."

From his head to his foot, and his clothes were all tarnished with ashes
and soot.

Perhaps polyester would not be good here because of the problems
with ashes and soot. If I were his wife I would get him a pair of Oshkosh
overalls. (Of course the use of the front door would eliminate this whole
ashes and soot problem.)

A bundle of toys he had flung on his back, and he looked like a peddler
just opening his pack. His eyes-how they twinkled! His dimples, how
merry! His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherly!

This somewhat extravagant description of Mr. Nicholas makes him
sound like an edible, electrical, floral, centerpiece. We suggest that the
writer tell it like it is.

His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow, and the beard of his
chin was as white as the snow.

Knowing what the current BYU and missionary standards are, we are
very surprised that you would allow Mr. Nicholas to be wearing a beard.
If he must have hair on his face, it should be a mustache trimmed well
above the corners of his mouth.

The stump of his pipe he held tight in his teeth, and the smoke it
encircled his head like a wreath. He had a wide [ace-

We were more than a little taken aback by this flagrant disregard of
the 89th section of the Doctrine & Covenants. There could even be legal
implications regarding his smoking in public places.

And a round little belly that shook when he laughed like a bowlful of
jelly. He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf, and 1 laughed
when I saw him in spite of myself.

It is in questionable tast~ to describe this senior citizen as being so
fat, but then to have the narrator laugh at him seems to me to be carrying
things too far. It would be better to say, "I smiled when I saw how well
he was doing in spite of his handicap."

A wink of his eye and a twist of his head soon gave me to know I had
nothing to dread. He spoke not a word but went straight to his work
and filled all the stockings, then turned with a Jerk.

We appreciated this fine example of hard work and industry, in the
true tradition of Deseret. However, we decry his reference to his associate
as a jerk.

And laying a finger aside of his nose, and giving a nod, up the chimney
he rose.

See our previous comment about using the door. Also, be careful
where you have him put his finger.

He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a whistle, and away they all
flew like the down of a thistle.

Again, be careful of dangerous springing. Also, if he were to give every

member of the team a whistle, they might make a horrible noise. In
addition, after checking with the International Mission, we would like to
inform the writer that reindeer have no pockets in which to put those
whistles. Also, would the increasing urban membership of the Church
understand the image of "down of a thistle?"

But I heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight, "Happy Christmas
to all, and to all a good night."

We feel it would be better to stay with the traditional form of "Merry
Christmas."

Although the document has some major problems, we feel there is
enough of worth to justify revising. In the spirit of reduction and
simplification, however, we also recommend that the number of lines be
cut in half.
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